Validation of Banffshire data
using the BSBI DDb
Andy Amphlett, BSBI Recorder for Banffshire, vc94

Where do you start?
Which datasets hold records?
It is very useful to find out what data sources and data sets hold
records for your vc on the DDb. It is very unlikely that you will be
aware of all of them. Run this query, adapted for your vc.

Where do you start?
Which datasets hold records?
There are 89 data source / data set combinations for vc94. Records
from individual data sources / data sets can easily be investigated
using the DDb.

Where do you start?
Known issues
Start with obvious errors, e.g. those
errors that you are already aware of,
that had slipped through previous
checking systems into the ‘New Atlas’. :e.g. Lycopodium annotinum
(Interrupted Clubmoss) – a spurious
record from NJ56.

Where do you start?
Known issues
Earlier computerisation of vc94 records had shown that several data entry
errors had been as a result of keying in the wrong BRC code. Records of
several rare species had therefore been incorrectly attributed to vc94, e.g.
BRC code

Taxon

35.2

Agrostis canina

352

Carex buxbaumii

35.1

Agrostis vinealis

351

Carex x boenninghauseniana

194.1

Asplenium trichomanes subsp. quadrivalens

1941

Sisymbrium strictissimum

Where do you start?
Known issues
Look for records at hectad precision that may have been misallocated to your
vice-county. Be suspicious of hectad records where only an extremely small
area is within your vc. For example some hectad records for NJ02 had been
misallocated to vc94.

vc94

NJ02(vc95)

Where do you start?
Grid reference / vc mismatches

All hectads with grid ref / vc mismatches (Scotland)

Hectads with top 50% of grid ref / vc mismatches
(Scotland)

Where do you start?
Grid reference / vc mismatches
GR / VC mismatches (GB + Ireland) – 5th March 2015
• Mismatches in DDb
• VPDB
• MapMate

197,530 (0.53%)
93,378 (0.68%)
75,267 (0.52%)

Overall frequency of grid reference / vc mismatches in MapMate records is
similar to the overall average, but slightly better than records from the Vascular
Plant Database.
A priority is to get such errors in MapMate as close to zero as possible.

Where do you start?
Grid reference / vc mismatches

It can be done!

Where do you start?
Grid reference / vc mismatches
To find all sites, created in MapMate, with records for your vc where there is
a mismatch between the grid reference and the vc, run this query:

20 mismatches out of 69,290 records

0.03%
1 mismatch per 3465 records

vc89 has very few mismatches,
much better than the average
for all vcs.

Where do you start?
Grid reference / vc mismatches
You can also search for records / MapMate sites, where the record / site
refers to another vc, but whose grid reference is within your own vc. This
uses a spatial query, e.g.

36 MapMate sites: 254 GR / VC mismatches

Such records need to be investigated in consultation with the VCR whose vc
the records nominally belong to.

Where do you start?
Prioritising…
Once you have dealt with all known issues and grid reference / vc
mismatches you will need to prioritise validation effort further.
There are many ways to prioritise when validating records e.g.
•
•
•
•

Start with your own records (e.g. those in MapMate)
Start with post 2000 records
Start with Rare Plant Register taxa, or if you don’t have an RPR
Start with nationally important taxa
(e.g. Nationally Rare & Scarce, Red List)

Correcting Records in MapMate
Although the DDb is great at identifying records from MapMate
sources that require correction:• Always make corrections in MapMate and synch them
through to the hub / DDb.
• Do not correct MapMate records on the DDb.
• Only contemplate correcting MapMate records in the DDb if
you cannot get the original MapMate centre to make the
corrections.
• Note that MapMate deletions will synch through and appear
as “external rejections” in the DDb. Do not worry about this.
They are not normally listed and no-one will see them unless
searching specifically for rejected records.

Where do you start?
Prioritising…
For vc94, I set about checking all records, previously validated or
not, starting with the taxa with single records, moving on to
more widespread species.
Run a DDb query to create a list of all taxa for your vc, export to
Excel, and sort on ascending number of records.
I arranged this Excel file and the DDb query screen in two
windows on my PC monitor. I found this an efficient way to
work, highlighting each taxon as it was dealt with. (See
next slide).

CONFIRMED – “Record is thought to be accurate”

Looking for patterns
Erroneous records may be one-offs, but be alert to the possibility that there may be a
consistent pattern of errors in the data.
Use the DDb to look for similar records to ones known to be incorrect.

In the vc94 records, I found that many errors were associated with a specific Atlas
2000 data set. Knowing that the correct records within this data set were duplicated
in my MapMate database, I marked the whole data set containing the errors as
‘Duplicate’; (they were a mix of correct and errors). See next slide.
I consulted with Tom and Quentin at BSBI, and added a detailed explanation as to
why the records were not accepted as ‘Confirmed’.
Marking these records as ‘Duplicate’ hid them from default DDb queries and maps.
Once these records had been dealt with, validation became a much easier process, as
there were so many fewer errors.

Examples of errors detected while
validating records

Both records are from the 'Atlas 2000 - updated records from December 1995 onwards' dataset, from BRC (the
VPDB). These are the only records for this species in this hectad. The grid reference and the vc match. But both
site names are in vc92, not vc94. Balmoral is in NO29 and Aboyne in NO59. If the site names are correct, the
Balmoral record would be a new hectad record, while the Aboyne record would be a new date class record for the
hectad.

There are no other records for this date in vc94 or vc92 in the DDb, and the records have no details of the recorder.
Conclusion. The records are unreliable, as there is no way of knowing whether the vc and grid reference are correct
(and site name wrong), or the site names are correct, but the vc and grid reference are wrong. The records are
therefore marked as Rejected.

Corrected map

Getting further help with
validation
• Post your queries on validation on the DDb
Message Board.
• See the BSBI Guidelines for Data Management on
the DDb on the DDb Message Board.
• Good luck!

